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Can happen at any layer of the stack.

Attack. Sequence of related actions by a malicious adversary that 
results in occurrence of security threats to target computer or 
network.

Misuse. Actions that are allowed by the system but violate 
organisational policies.

Arrived at by monitoring sequences of system events at host or 
network level. 
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What is an Intrusion? 
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Common Intrusion Detection 
Framework (1999) 
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buffer in real-time 
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Common Intrusion Detection 
Framework (1999) 
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analyses events, 
detects potential 
intrusions or misuse 
and generates alarm. 
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Common Intrusion Detection 
Framework (1999) 
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Classification Accuracy 

False 
positive: 
classify 
benign 
events as 
intrusion.  

False 
negative: 
classify  
intrusion-
related 
events as 
benign. 

True 
positive: 
classify 
events 
correctly.  
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Common Intrusion Detection 
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Host Based IDS (HIDS) 
E-box is integrated into the host.

Operating system or application-
level.

Highly localised view of activity 
but allows operating system/
application specific attacks/
misuse to be detected.

Major types: file-integrity and 
behavioural. 
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File-Integrity monitoring 
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BlackIce 
Host-based IDS for Windows and 
carries out extensive port analysis 
Four levels: Paranoid, Nervous, 
Cautious, Trusting 
Detects known attacks. 
Real time network usage graph 
Links to full protocol stack 
www.networkice.com 

Behaviour monitoring 



Network Based IDS (NIDS) 

E-box monitors network traffic.

Operating system agnostic.

Sensor placement crucial to 
ability to detect attacks.

Performance an issue if on 
backbone.

Won’t affect performance of 
hosts, doesn’t require installation 
on hosts simplifying deployment. 
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Lightweight IDS system 
capable of performing  real-time  
traffic analysis and packet 
logging 
Snort has three primary uses. It 
can be used as: 

1. a packet sniffer like tcpdump 
2. a packet logger (useful for 
network traffic debugging, etc) 
3. a full network intrusion detection 
system 

Example: SNORT 
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Common Intrusion Detection 
Framework (1999) 
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Misuse or Signature-Detection 

Observe event 
(behaviour, contents of 

packets etc.) 

Database of 
signatures or 

rule sets 
Match? 

Raise 
Alert 
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Signature-Detection: Rules 

Unique signature byte sequence 
Protocol to examine (such as TCP, UDP, ICMP) 
IP port requested 
IP addresses to inspect (destination and source) 
Action to take (such as allow, deny alert, log, disconnect). 

NIDS-style rules 

Unique signature byte sequence 
Files to examine. 
Action to take (such as delete, quarantine, alert). 

HIDS-style rules 
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Signature-Detection: SNORT 
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Signature-Detection: 
Advantages/Disadvantages 

False negatives are low. 

Able to specify the nature of the attack. 

Polymorphic attacks/viruses are a problem. 

Performance degrades as signature database grows. 

Zero-day attacks are a problem. 
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Anomaly Detection 

Observe “normal” 
behaviour 

Model of 
behaviour 

Raise 
Alert 

Build model 

Observe current 
behaviour 

Compare 
with 

model 
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Anomaly-Detection: Events 

Unusual account activity. 
Excessive file and object accesses. 
High CPU utilization. 
Unusual pattern of commands issued at terminal. 
High number of sessions. 
Unusual traffic volumes or protocol types. 
Unusual process activity. 
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Anomaly-Detection: 
Advantages/Disadvantages 

Can deal with unknown attacks because focuses on effect of 
attack rather than characteristics of attack itself. 

Difficulty of defining what is “normal” behaviour leading to high 
false positives. 

Hackers who understand the model can deliberately change their 
behaviour to avoid detection. 
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Anomaly Detection:  
Self Non-Self Discrimination 



INTRUSION 
PREVENTION 

SYSTEMS 
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Common Intrusion Detection 
Framework (1999) 
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IPS Concept 

Internet Router IDS Internal 
network 

Feedback 
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Advantages/Disadvantages 

Can mitigate effect of an ongoing attack rather than deal with the 
aftermath. 

Efficiency, how long does it take to react? 

Can attackers turn the IPS to create a denial-of-service by tricking 
it into false positive? 
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Evading IDS 

Overwhelm IDS with false positives (denial-of-service). 

Create operator fatigue by generating false positives. 

Exploit understanding of structure of IDS to defeat attacks. 

Targeting IDS component vulerabilities (buffer overflow etc.). 



SUPPORTING 
TECHNOLOGIES 
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Network Mappers 

Commercial and free tools available - Cheops and 
nmap 

Carry out - DNS zone transfers, address/port scanning, 
host requests, promiscuous monitoring 

nmap sends variety of packets with illegal flags, ICMP 
echos, fragmented packets etc to hosts and analysing 
responses 

Eg recognise Linux with kernels older than 2.0.35 by 
using packet with SYN and illegal flags set 
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Security Scanners 

Network mapping tools (nmap) allow verification of system

Network Security Scanners  test and report system security

Sample tools:

 SATAN/SAINT/SANTA

 Metasploit 

 Snort, ShieldsUP!, LeakTest (probe for vulnerabilities)

Host-based - search for mis-configurations and dangerous settings, unusual privileges etc 

Network-based - checks host security policies, dangerous or unnecessary services 
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Honeypots Systems 

Current IDS methodologies have shortcomings: 

 problem recognising novel attacks 

 occurrence of false positives 

 reporting of attacks of no interest 

Honeytrap system – simulated or real system that exists for sole purpose of being 
attacked!

Looks and behaves like real system

Must not be launching pad

Must gather valuable information on attacker 


